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Abstract
The field of image compression is concerned with removing the spatial and temporal
redundancies present in an image sequence to more efficiently and concisely store and
transmit the information. Traditional methods rely on waveform or transform coding to
reduce the spatial correlation and block based motion compensation to reduce the tempo-
ral correlation in an image sequence. To achieve the significant reduction in bandwidth
needed for the next generation of technology, more sophisticated models utilizing the
structure inherent in an image sequence are required.
This research proposes a general image compression algorithm based on representing the
motion of the objects within a sequence with nonlinear geometric transforms. A version of
the original image sequence is reconstructed by interpolating the motion of each of the
objects individually between the end frames using nonlinear geometric transforms and
appropriately compositing these layers. The main components of the compressed image
sequence are the still image end frames, the alpha maps of each object in each of the end
frames, and the control meshes specifying the correspondence of key points of the objects
in the end frames. An encoder and decoder are implemented to test this approach. Descrip-
tions of the encoder and decoder and the algorithms devised to compress the components
of the bitstream are provided along with the results from three test sequences and an anal-
ysis of the strengths and weaknesses of this technique. This algorithm resulted in each of
the test sequences being represented at approximately 100 kilobits per second.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Compression
The field of data compression is concerned with representing information to minimize
the storage and transmission requirements without perceptibly impacting the final use.
With the advent of the information age, the quantities of information being transmitted
and accessed are growing exponentially. Image compression is increasing in importance
as new applications, such as high definition television and video phones, are being
invented and becoming more widespread. DIRECTV© is broadcasting digital compressed
television from a satellite directly to the home, the first time a company has attempted this
as a basis for a commercial enterprise. This is made possible due to advances in compres-
sion technology. Transmitting the images for these types of applications uncompressed
requires too much bandwidth to be economically feasible, so compression is the enabling
technology to make these applications a reality.
Image compression is concerned with removing the spatial and temporal redundancies
present in an image sequence. Pixels in a single frame are correlated with one another
(nearby pixels are likely to be the same color or similar colors) leading to a redundancy in
the information that each pixel contains. And each frame in an image sequence is likely to
be similar to the frames that surround it. Both of these qualities found in image sequences
can be exploited to compress the data needed to represent them. With lossless compres-
sion, the original image can be reconstructed exactly with no loss in image quality,
whereas with lossy compression, some information is lost. Two current international stan-
dards for image compression are JPEG and MPEG (1 and 2). The Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) has set a standard for still image compression while the Moving
Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) has set a standard for motion image sequences. Both
JPEG and MPEG are lossy general purpose compression algorithms. These traditional
image compression algorithms, such as JPEG and MPEG, are pixel-based. They operate
on all images in the same manner regardless of the content. JPEG and MPEG use the dis-
crete cosine transform as a basis to compress 8 x 8 blocks of pixels. MPEG calculates the
"best fit" motion for each pixel block between frames as a basis for its temporal compres-
sion. The MPEG standard is designed to produce compressed image sequences at a bit rate
of several megabits per second for conventional television resolution. These pixel or block
based methods can only achieve a certain amount of compression before the image quality
breaks down. The next generation of applications demands more specialized techniques to
reach the higher compression ratios needed [12].
Current research is focusing on analyzing the content of the image and using this
information to more efficiently represent the image. High level techniques such as three
dimensional modeling of objects (for example, the human head for video teleconferencing
applications) may be years away from being realized [1]. Mid-level techniques that use
concepts such as segmentation and motion to identify objects may be closer to implemen-
tation [1]. This research is similar to other current research in that it concentrates on a
mid-level compression technique of identifying sections of the image as objects and trans-
mitting some estimate of the parameters of their motion during a time interval, rather than
the full image, to accomplish the data compression. But the idea of using nonlinear geo-
metric transforms to represent the motion of the objects for image compression is a novel
one.
The topic investigated as the basis for this thesis is the use of geometric transforms and
an object based approach to achieve the high compression ratios needed for very low bit
rate transmissions (approximately in the range of 100 kbps for conventional television res-
olution). This research conforms to that being performed under the MPEG 4 near term
scope. The basic idea is to use a spatial transform to model the motion that the objects in a
sequence undergo. By transmitting just the parameters of motion rather than the full image
at each interval, a high compression ratio can hypothetically be reached. The focus of this
thesis is on the implementation of an encoder and decoder based on this novel method of
image compression. My paper concentrates on representing the motion of the objects with
a nonlinear geometric transformation and the efficient encoding of the individual layers,
residual images, and transform parameters.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The background information on image and data compression upon which this research
relies, including the layered representation for image sequence coding proposed by Adel-
son and Wang [1][19][20][22], is presented in Chapter 2. A high level description of the
approach investigated in this thesis and of the encoder and decoder implemented is given
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 explains the details of the compression for each of the components
that comprise the bitstream (the intensity maps, the alpha maps, and the control meshes)
and provides the results for each of the algorithms tested. Chapter 5 analyzes in detail the
results of the overall image sequence compression algorithm investigated in this thesis on
the three test image sequences and compares this approach to image compression with
other similar methods. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further research are pre-
sented in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Current Data Compression Techniques
2.1.1 Entropy Coding
Entropy coding, or minimum redundancy coding, is a field of information theory con-
cerned with finding the most efficient and concise method of representing a message. The
entropy is a theoretical measure of the information content of a symbol. It is based on the
premise that the appearance of a rarely occurring symbol conveys more information than
the appearance of a frequently occurring one. Claude Shannon defined the entropy of a
symbol as the negative logarithm base 2 of its probability of occurrence (2.1) [15].
Number of bits= - log (p (s)) (2.1)
2
The information content of a message is the sum of the entropies of its individual sym-
bols (2.2) [16].
H = log 2  (s) (2.2)
The basic idea behind entropy coding is to code frequently occurring symbols with
fewer bits and vice versa, thereby reducing the total number of bits needed to represent a
message.
2.1.2 Huffman Coding
The Huffman algorithm is a fixed input symbol to variable integer bit length output
entropy encoding scheme. It losslessly achieves the minimum amount of redundancy pos-
sible in a fixed set of variable integer bit length codes by optimally assigning shorter code
words to frequently occurring symbols and longer ones to less frequently occurring sym-
bols. Though the output codes are of variable length, they are uniquely decipherable
because no code has as a prefix a shorter code word that is a member of the possible out-
puts for that particular implementation of Huffman coding. For example, if the code 10
was assigned to an input symbol, no code word beginning with 10 (such as 101 or 1001)
would be allowed. The Huffman codes are assigned by building a binary tree of all the
input symbols from the bottom up. The algorithm for assigning code words to the input
symbols is as follows:
1) Arrange all the input symbols in decreasing order of their probability of occurrence
with their probability of occurrence next to them.
2) Combine the nodes with the two lowest probabilities of occurrence into a single
node and assign a weight equal to the sum of the weights of the two child nodes. Assign a
1 bit to one of the child nodes and a 0 bit to the other.
3) Repeat the previous steps until there is only a single node left. This node is the root
of the tree.
4) The code word for each of the input symbols is the sequence of bits needed to reach
it from the root of the tree.
See figure 2.1 for an example Huffman code constructed in this manner [15].
Symbol
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Figure 2.1: Construction of Huffman Code
Since most symbols in a large symbol set have very small probabilities of occurrence,
it is advantageous to lump them into an "else" symbol. To transmit one of these low prob-
ability symbols, the "else" symbol, or escape code, is transmitted followed by the bits
needed to identify the actual symbol. If escape codes are not used, the low probability
symbols will take up a disproportionately large share of the codeword lookup table mem-
ory. As long as the symbols grouped together in the escape code have small probabilities,
the loss in coding efficiency (the increase in the average bit rate) will be very small while
the storage requirements and the decoding complexity will be substantially reduced [17].
While Huffman coding does not obtain the optimal Shannon entropy bound because it
is restricted to integer bit length code words, arithmetic coding, another entropy encoding
algorithm, asymptotically approaches the entropy bound as the size of the file to be
encoded increases. It solves the problem of having to use integer bit length code words by
producing a code for a complete message rather than for each symbol. But the small gains
in compression achieved by arithmetic coding over that of Huffman coding are offset by
its additional complexity and computational intensity. In addition, arithmetic coding
requires that the probability (or an estimate of the probability) be known for every input
symbol while Huffman coding can be adapted, through the use of escape codes, to allow
for input symbols for which no code was assigned a priori [15].
2.1.3 Statistical Modelling
Entropy coders use a statistical model to convert descriptors into symbols and assign
probabilities or code words to the symbols. The statistical model determines the symbol
alphabet and therefore is important in determining the entropy bound for the message and
the compression achieved. The previous definition of the entropy of a message (2.2) pro-
vides the theoretical lower bound for the compression that can be achieved with a given
alphabet of symbols only for stationary systems. A stationary system, or a "memoryless
source," is one in which the probabilities are fixed and the symbols are independent of one
another. Compression greater than that given by the entropy bound is possible for non-sta-
tionary systems, in which the symbols are correlated, if conditional probabilities are taken
into account. The conditional probability of a symbol occurring in the message depends
on what has preceded it in the message. These conditional systems are called Markov
sources. For example, take the probability of it raining on a random day in the year, given
no other information, to be x. But the probability of it raining on a random day given that
it rained the day before, say y, may be considerably higher than x. The second probability,
y, is a referred to as a conditional probability since it is conditioned by the knowledge that
it rained before the day we are interested in. This additional knowledge of what occurred
in the sequence previously allows us to better assign the probability of rain [15][16].
Standard Huffman coding does not take into account conditional probabilities and
therefore is not a good algorithm by itself for the compression of non-stationary systems.
There are a number of methods by which to improve the coding efficiency achieved by
Huffman coding. One method is to define a better symbol alphabet or to group symbols
together to form larger symbols. Take for example a message composed of the letters A,
B, and C. One choice of symbol alphabet would be to use each of the letters separately as
a symbol. Another choice would be to group combinations of two letters together as a
symbol. This grouping method of selecting symbols may result in better compression if
the message has certain properties. If each of the letters individually has an equal proba-
bility of occurring in the message, but when grouped, certain combinations (i.e., AC or
BA) have a much higher probability of occurring than the other combinations, then group-
ing the symbols into larger ones will have better results. A different choice of symbol
alphabet for this message may be to use symbols to represent that the next letter is the
same as the previous one, the next letter is the next symbol in alphabetic order (taking A to
follow C so that we have a circular alphabetic order), or the next letter is the other remain-
ing letter [15].
Another simple compression algorithm that uses conditional probabilities is run length
coding. It operates on the principle that in many types of data the next symbol in the mes-
sage is often the same as the symbol it is following. This property of a set a data can result
in long runs of the same symbol occurring. In one implementation of run length coding,
each symbol is followed by an integer giving the number of consecutive times that symbol
occurs in the string before the next different symbol occurs. The message "4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 3 3 3" would be run length coded as "4 1 2 9 3 3" which is shorter than the original
message. This new message can then be encoded using the Huffman or some other algo-
rithm.
For messages in which the symbols are correlated with more than just the previous
symbol, higher level statistical modeling can be utilized. Taken to the extreme, the proba-
bility of the next symbol in a sequence being a particular one is dependent on all the sym-
bols that preceded it in the message. But for most common types of sources, the
correlation of a symbol to one that occurred many symbols before it is minimal. In addi-
tion, higher level modelling results in much more complex encoding and decoding algo-
rithms that require sophisticated methods to develop and a large set of representative data.
For higher order statistical modelling, as the order of the model increases linearly the
memory consumed increases exponentially.
Adaptive coding is another method to improve the compression results. The idea
behind adaptive coding is to use a different set of probabilities (or symbols) for each dif-
ferent set of data (or segment of data) to be compressed. It is not normally considered part
of the statistical model, but can result in significant improvement in the performance of
the encoder. For Huffman coding, the coder can use a custom set of tables for each set of
data. This overcomes the limitation that Huffman coding cannot adapt to changing source
statistics. The problem with adaptive Huffman coding is that unless the files to be trans-
mitted are very large and have probabilities that differ significantly from file to file, the
overhead of transmitting the code book negates any gains [9][15].
The versions of Huffman coding implemented in this image compression algorithm all
use standardized code tables. These tables assign codewords for the high probability sym-
bols based on the statistics from multiple representative files of each data type. All the low
frequency symbols are grouped together under an escape code (or escape codes). The stan-
dardized tables are then implemented as part of the decoder as well as the encoder so that
they do not have to be transmitted. Since the statistics for each type of data set to be Huff-
man coded remain relatively constant for the high probability symbols and the low proba-
bility symbols are not assigned individual codes, and given the small file sizes of the data
being compressed, this implementation is superior to adaptive Huffman coding in both
increasing the compression of the bitstream and in reducing complexity of the encoder and
decoder [15][17].
2.2 Current Still Image Compression Techniques
2.2.1 JPEG
JPEG, as mentioned previously, is an international standard for generic still image
compression. I chose the JPEG algorithm to compress the still image end frames in my
encoder since it is a widely accepted international standard and because no other algo-
rithm has been proven significantly better for the compression of a generic still image. The
JPEG algorithm consists of three stages (shown in figure 2.2): 1) the DCT transformation,
2) coefficient quantization, and 3) lossless entropy compression.
Figure 2.2: Stages of JPEG Algorithm
The Discrete Cosine Transform converts the image from a two dimensional spatial
representation into a frequency representation. The DCT is a reversible transformation to
an orthonormal basis so that the coefficients are less correlated. No information is lost and
no compression is achieved in this transformation. It is performed on an N x N square
matrix of pixels and yields an N x N square matrix of frequency coefficients. Computing
the DCT of a square image is simpler and takes fewer operations than computing that of a
non square image, so a square block based transform is chosen. The mathematical equa-
tions for calculating the DCT and the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) are given
by:
N-IN-I
D CT(ij) = C(i) C(j) pixel(x,y)cos (2x 1) iN cos + ) (2.3)
x=Oy=0
1C (x)
12-N if x = 0, else 1 if x > 0 (2.4)
N-IN-I
pixel(x,y) C (i) C(j) DCT(ij)cos ( 2 x + 1) in] cos (2 y + ) j•. (2.5)
i=0j=0
1
C (x)
,.12-N if x = 0, else 1 if x > 0 (2.6)
JPEG uses an 8 x 8 DCT as a compromise between achieving the most compression
possible and the computational complexity. The correlation between pixels decreases as
the distance between them increases. For conventional television and even HDTV resolu-
tion images, pixels that are 20 pixels apart are generally minimally correlated. An increase
to a 16 x 16 DCT or a 64 x 64 DCT will not result in significant gains in compression for
most images, but will increase the complexity and time needed for the calculations dra-
matically [15][16].
Figure 2.3: Basis functions for 8 x 8 DCT
The coefficients in the transformed DCT matrix represent higher frequencies as you
move away from the upper left corner origin, the DC coefficient, to the right and down.
The lower rightmost corner represents the highest frequency in both spatial directions.
Figure 2.3 represents the DCT basis functions pictorially. The higher frequency compo-
nents tend to have lower values than the lower frequency ones, since most images are
composed predominately of the lower frequency components, and are also less important
from a human visual system standpoint. This stage of the JPEG algorithm is lossless
except for loss of precision from round off and truncation errors [15][16].
The next stage of the JPEG algorithm is the quantization of the DCT coefficients. This
is the step in which information is discarded in exchange for higher compression. The
quantization formula is:
DCT(ij)Quantized Value (i, j) = Rounded to the nearest integer (2.7)Quantum(ij)
The corresponding dequantization formula for decoding is:
DCT(i, j) = Quantized Value(i, j) * Quantum(i, j) (2.8)
As you can see from the quantization and dequantization formulas, the rounding off of
the quantized value results in the dequantized coefficient differing from the original coef-
ficient. The quantization reduces the number of bits needed to represent the DCT coeffi-
cients and thereby lowers their accuracy. This round off error most likely will create
increasingly larger discrepancies as the size of the normalization constant increases.
Larger quantization values lead to higher compression, but also lead to greater errors. The
higher frequency coefficients are quantized more coarsely than the more important lower
frequency ones with the result that most are rounded down to zero. JPEG has defined a
standard set of quantization matrices, for various compression and image quality levels,
based on extensive testing to minimize the picture degradation visible to humans while
maximizing the compression. Figure 2.4 shows the results of quantization on a DCT coef-
ficient matrix [15][16].
Figure 2.4: Effects of Quantization on DCT Coefficients
The final step in the JPEG algorithm is the entropy coding of the quantized coeffi-
cients. Because the DC coefficients are approximately one order of magnitude larger than
any of the other coefficients, they are difference coded from the DC coefficient in the pre-
ceding DCT block. The coefficients are then ordered in the zig-zag pattern shown in
figure 2.5. The purpose of this ordering is to group the zeros that are expected in the lower
right-hand corner together producing longer runs of zeros. The zeros are then run length
coded by encoding the number of zeros between consecutive non zero coefficients instead
of transmitting the zeros themselves. Finally, the new run length encoded sequence of
coefficients is Huffman coded. This algorithm describes how to encode single channel
DCT Matrix before 92 3 -9 -7 3 -1 0 2
Quantization: -39 -58 12 17 -2 2 4 2
-84 62 1 -18 3 4 -5 5
-52 -36 -10 14 -10 4 -2 0
-86 -40 49 -7 17 -6 -2 5
-62 65 -12 -2 3 -8 -2 0
-17 14 -36 17 -11 3 3 -1
-54 32 -9 -9 22 0 1 3
DCT Matrix after 90 0 -7 0 0 0 0 0
Quantization: -35 -56 9 11 0 0 0 0
-84 54 0-13 0 0 0 0
-45 -33 0 0 0 0 0 0
-77 -39 45 0 0 0 0 0
-52 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
-15 0 -19 0 0 0 0 0
-51 19 0 0 0 0 0 0
(gray scale) images. To JPEG compress color images, this algorithm is repeated for each
of the channels, Y, U, and V (luminance and two chrominance) or R, G, and B (red, green,
blue), separately [15][16].
Figure 2.5: Zig-zag pattern to optimize compression of quantized DCT coefficients
2.2.2 Quadtrees
Quadtrees are a commonly used hierarchical data structure based on recursive decom-
position. Region quadtrees are a representation for two dimensional spatial data utilized
for its properties of compression and efficient manipulation of the original data. A quad-
code is just a mathematical representation of a quadtree that eliminates the pointers nor-
mally associated with tree data structures. A quadtree is produced by recursively splitting
an image of size 2' x 2" into quadrants and sub quadrants (each of which will be of size 2'
;W- 70k7h X-ýý )f-I ý! 1
11111114,
.711,011
x 2i , where i is an integer less than or equal to n) until all the pixels in a sub quadrant are of
the same color (figures 2.6 and 2.7). Samet states that a prime motivation for the develop-
ment of the quadtree is the desire to reduce the amount of space necessary to store data
through the aggregation of homogeneous blocks. This representation is especially effec-
tive for the compression of images that have large regions of the same color and for mono-
chrome images. Decomposition of the image into squares is chosen because it yields an
infinitely repetitive pattern, so it can be used for images of any size, and is infinitely
decomposable into increasingly finer patterns for variable resolutions. The problem of
adapting quadtrees to images that are not of size 2n x 2n is solved by expanding the image
using the smallest square grid of 2n x 2n that fully contains the original image [5][18].
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Figure 2.6: An example (a) region, (b) its binary array, and (c) its maximal blocks
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Figure 2.7: Quadtree representation for region in Figure 2.6
I chose to use quadtrees as the basis for one of the methods for the compression of the
alpha maps because they are well suited to accomplish this task given the inherent proper-
ties of the alpha maps. The alpha maps, each of which defines an object in a frame, are
monochrome images. The contiguous regions of one color indicate where the object
exists; the background color indicates the region where the object does not exist.
Quadtrees effectively represent this type of image without any loss of information, but
also have the versatility to encode images that deviate from this characterization. They
will losslessly encode any monochrome image alpha map. They can be easily adapted to
encode alpha maps that are not monochrome, allowing for objects that have a transpar-
ency. They can also be adapted to allow for some amount of loss in the encoding in
exchange for higher compression. In addition, quadtree encoders are relatively easy to
implement and are not computationally intensive compared to other image compression
techniques. The decoders are even simpler.
2.3 Current Image Sequence Compression Algorithms
Image sequence compression algorithms differ from the still image compression meth-
ods discussed above in that the temporal correlations of the image sequence, along with
the 2-D spatial correlations, are utilized to achieve greater compression than otherwise
possible. One categorization of image sequence compression algorithms that is attractive
from a conceptual understanding standpoint and its correlation to vision is proposed by
Adelson and Wang [1]. Current approaches to image sequence compression can be classi-
fied as low level vision, mid-level vision, or high level vision techniques.
2.3.1 Low level vision - MPEG
Low level vision image compression techniques can be broadly categorized as either
waveform coding or transform coding algorithms. Waveform coders directly code the
intensity of the image while transform coders transform the image intensity information to
another representation before coding [13]. These classes of methods are classified as low
level vision because they do not utilize any model of the image sequence for compression,
but rather treat the image as a signal and code the signal (or representation of the signal in
another domain).
Two international standards adopted for the compression of image sequences are
MPEG 1 and MPEG 2. The MPEG 1 standard is predominantly for image resolutions up
to 360 by 240 pixels at a bit rate of 1.5 Megabits per second (Mbps). The MPEG 2 stan-
dard is applicable for higher resolutions, bit rates from 4 to 10 Mbps and higher, and
includes temporal prediction modes for interlaced video. The underlying techniques for
both of these standards are very similar and can be classified as low level vision tech-
niques. The general algorithm for these standards consists of using an 8 x 8 block discrete
cosine transform (DCT) for the still image compression and motion compensation to
exploit the temporal correlation of the image sequence. Three types of frames comprise
the compressed sequence: I frames that are compressed without any motion compensation
using a still image compression algorithm similar to JPEG discussed above (with addi-
tional improvements such as adaptive quantization), P frames that incorporate forward
motion information from previous I or P frames, and B frames that use forward and back-
ward motion information from both previous and future I and P frames. The motion com-
pensation is computed for each 8 x 8 block in a frame by finding the 8 x 8 region in the
appropriate frames that is the closest match (in the mean square error sense) to the block
being compressed. This method assumes that each block undergoes only simple transla-
tional motion between frames and then codes the difference signal between the motion
compensated block and the actual block being encoded [16].
This model for the motion in an image sequence fails when the motion is not simple
translational motion (rotation, zoom, shear for example). It also breaks down when the
block for which the motion is being computed contains multiple motions, such as when it
contains the boundary of two objects [19].
2.3.2 High level vision - Object Modelling
Algorithms classified as high level vision techniques use explicit, pre-defined models
to represent the objects in the image sequence. The objects in the image sequence are ana-
lyzed using the specified models and a small number of parameters that are needed to rep-
resent the objects in the model are estimated and transmitted. The quality of the
compressed sequence is largely determined by how well the model fits the image sequence
being encoded. For example, a model for the compression of image sequences of the head
of a person talking might use an explicit model that represents the head of a person with a
wireframe. The parameters that would be needed to represent the talking head would
include the positions of the key points of the wireframe model (to specify the dimensions
of the head and it's features), their motion, and some additional information about the
color and luminance of the head. These high level methods generally achieve extremely
high compression, but are applicable only to a very narrow range of sequences for which
the model holds (for example, talking head sequences).
2.3.3 Mid level vision - Affine Motion Analysis
Typical image sequences contain several objects undergoing different motions, each
occluding each other and the background [19]. Low level vision algorithms break down in
the compression of these sequences since they do not conform to the model of blocks
undergoing simple translational motion. High level methods, such as model based tech-
niques, are restricted to a special class of image sequences. Mid level vision algorithms
decompose an image into similar regions that are classified as an object, or layer, using
concepts such as segmentation, surfaces, depth, occlusion, and coherent motion [22]. The
next section will briefly describe the Layered Representation for Image Sequence Coding
algorithm proposed by Wang and Adelson [1][19][20][21] and the image sequence com-
pression algorithm founded on this representation proposed by Wang, Adelson, and Desai
[3][22]. The algorithm researched in this thesis is based on this approach to image
sequence coding.
Layered Representation for Image Sequence Coding
The layered approach models an image sequence as composed of overlapping layers
of image patterns that undergo smooth transformations. At a given point in the image, sev-
eral layers may be simultaneously present, with the visibility of the layers determined by
their depth order and transparency. Wang and Adelson state "The motion field for each
layer can be extremely smooth since object motions tend to be stable and coherent."
Motion discontinuities and occlusions do not need to be explicitly represented since they
are a by-product of the image generation process in the layered representation.
The layered representation algorithm consists of two main stages, motion estimation
and image segmentation. The local motion between image frames is estimated with a
multi-scale coarse to fine algorithm based on the gradient approach to motion estimation
which finally yields the motion at each pixel location. The gradient approach uses the
image intensity profile to determine the most likely displacement for the particular region.
The equation that underlies the gradient based motion estimation method is given by:
I(x - vx(x,y),y - v (X,y), t - 1) = I(x,y, t) (2.9)
where I(x,y,t) is the intensity at location (x,y) at time t and vx and vy are the motion at
(x,y). Similar to block matching, the criteria selected to determine the image motion is to
find the displacement of the image region, R, that minimizes the sum of square difference
with the corresponding image:
min [I(x- v(x,y),y - ,y), t- 1) -(x  y  , t)] 2
R (2.10)
vx ,v
The linear least squares solution to this equation is given by:
[] x y (2.11)
where Ix, Iy, and It are the partial derivatives of I w.r.t. x, y, and t.
The next stage of the layered approach is to classify regions of the image with similar
motions as an object. Standard affine motion parameters are calculated for each region. In
the affine motion model, the motion of the object is captured by six parameters. The equa-
tions for affine motion are:
vx(x,y) = ax + b x + cxy (2.12)
v (x,y) = ay + byX + Cy (2.13)
The affine motion model is able to describe complex motions including translation, rota-
tion, zoom, dilation, and shear.
From this layered model, an image sequence compression algorithm is developed.
First, a single intensity map is produced for each of the objects in the image sequence.
This is accomplished by selecting the median value for each pixel from all the frames in
the image sequence. The image sequence is can then be represented by the intensity maps
for each of the objects, the layering information, and the motion parameters. Each of these
components can be compressed and transmitted and the decoder can recreate the image
sequence based on this information. It should be noted that the reconstructed sequence
will generally not be a perfect recreation of the original sequence, even if the layers are
transmitted without any compression. Adelson and Wang assert "it is interesting to note
that the artifacts associated with the layered coding can be severe in the Mean Square
Error sense and yet be invisible to the human viewer" [1].
The layered approach to image sequence compression has many advantages over other
compression techniques. It is a sophisticated and general enough model to produce repre-
sentations for a variety of image sequences, yet is simple enough to be computed [22].
Block matching motion compensation algorithms are only able to represent a single trans-
lational motion for each predefined block and standard optic flow techniques that assume a
smooth flow field for the full image have difficulties with the abrupt changes at occlusion
boundaries [19]. Both of these methods utilize inadequate motion models. The affine
motion model is able to capture many kinds of object motion and the layered representa-
tion is able to smoothly incorporate occlusions, multiple motion boundaries, and new
objects entering a scene (as a new layer). It also has the potential for achieving very high
compression by exploiting both the spatial and temporal correlations of the image
sequence using the natural structure of the scene [21].
Chapter 3
Use of Nonlinear Geometric Transforms - Overview of
the Approach
3.1 Motivation
The motivation for the algorithm proposed in this thesis derives from the failure of
existing image sequence compression techniques to provide an adequate very low bit rate
encoding algorithm. As mentioned previously, the reliance of high level model based
image compression techniques that yield high compression ratios on a priori knowledge
narrowly restricts them to special classes of images. Low level block and pixel based
schemes do not adequately model the multiple motions found in typical image sequences
and therefore are not able to achieve high compression ratios without significant degrada-
tion in image quality. The next generation of applications demands more specialized tech-
niques to reach the higher compression ratios needed [12]. Mid level techniques, such as
the Layered Representation for Image Sequence Coding proposed by Wang and Adelson
[19], strike a compromise that results in an algorithm that utilizes a specialized enough
model to achieve the high compression ratios needed for future applications while main-
taining their applicability to a wide range of image sequences. Adelson and Wang [1] state
that "such representations will be successful insofar as the image model offers an adequate
description of the motions found in the original sequence." But the Layered Representa-
tion algorithm is restricted to image sequences where the motion of the objects can be rep-
resented only with an affine transformation. This weakness excludes a large segment of
the commonly occurring image sequences for which high compression encoding would be
useful. For example, the motion of a face smiling can not be represented with a single
affine motion transformation due to the variety of nonlinear motions occurring simulta-
neously. With the Layered Representation approach proposed by Adelson and Wang
[1][19][20][21], the face would be segmented into multiple objects, each of which could
be modelled with an affine transformation. This would result in an unnatural recreation of
the image motion with artifacts occurring at the object boundaries within the face. It
would also be an inefficient method of representing the motion of a face smiling since it
would require many layers to represent a face which can more efficiently and naturally be
represented as a single object. Many of the motions found in the natural world can not
adequately be represented with an affine transform and therefore require an algorithm that
utilizes a more powerful motion representation.
3.2 Nonlinear Geometric Transforms
3.2.1 Background
A geometric transformation is an operation that redefines the spatial relationship
between points in an image. Digital image warping is the branch of image processing that
pertains to the geometric transformation of digital images. The three components that
comprise all geometric transformations in digital image warping are spatial transforma-
tions, resampling, and antialiasing. The spatial transformation is the mapping between one
coordinate system to another that establishes the correspondence between all points in the
input and output images. Spatial transforms, which form the basis for all geometric trans-
formations, range from simple ones that may be specified by analytic expressions (for
example, affine, projective, bilinear, and polynomial transformations) to more complex
ones that can be determined from a sparse matrix of control points for which the spatial
correspondence is known. In continuous time, the spatial transformation is all that is
needed to fully specify the geometric transformation. But with images composed of dis-
crete elements (pixels), resampling and antialiasing are necessary [23].
To determine the correspondence of the elements (pixels) in the output image to those
in the input image, the regularly spaced grid of output pixels is passed through the spatial
transformation (specified in the output to input direction) to yield a resampling grid that
maps onto the input image. Due to the discrete nature of the images, the resampling grid
elements will not necessarily fall on the discrete input grid elements. To determine the val-
ues of the resampling grid elements, image reconstruction is performed to interpolate a
continuous input signal from its discrete samples. Sampling the reconstructed input signal
at the appropriate locations where the resampling grid specifies gives the values that are
assigned to the output pixels. The image is then antialiased, the process of dealing with the
unreproducibly high frequencies that can result in artifacts and distortions in the output
image [23].
The accuracy of the interpolation has significant impact on the quality of the output
image. Simple interpolation methods include nearest neighbor, bilinear interpolation
(using a linear combination of the four nearest neighbors), and cubic convolution. They
can exactly reconstruct zero, first, and second degree polynomials respectively. Convolu-
tion with a sinc function is the ideal reconstruction filter, but can not be realized with a
finite number of elements. Reconstruction with a low order polynomial or a very simple
function will result in the loss of information and detail in the reconstructed image. Using
too high order a polynomial globally to interpolate over a set of control points can result in
a polynomial that exhibits excessive spatial undulations and thereby introduces artifacts.
One can also choose to use a set of local transformations instead of a global transforma-
tion. Choosing local transformations that are continuous at the boundaries allows the use
of simpler functions to fit the control points, but does not provide smooth transitions
between regions and does not take into account the effect to control points outside of the
local region in the interpolation [23].
Global spline interpolation allows for the interpolation of a surface over a scattered set
data (one manner in which the interpolation problem can be posed) with the property that
local distortions have a global effect on the transformed image, but its effect is vanishingly
small on distant points. One general description of a method of spline interpolation is to
choose a set of basis functions and solve for the appropriate weights of each of the basis
functions. This method is sensitive to the choice of basis functions, and the results and the
properties of the interpolation depend on the basis functions chosen. The basis functions
can easily be chosen to have the property that they fall off with distance to the data point,
which reflects the belief that distant points should exert less influence on local measure-
ments. Another method of defining global splines is to define them by their properties
rather than by an explicit set of basis functions. The interpolation problem can be cast as a
minimization of a norm or semi norm. One such formulation is to minimize an energy
functional that is the sum of a stabilizing functional, a measure of the "smoothness" of the
spline, and a penalty functional that increases with the deviation from the control points.
Stabilizing functionals have been researched based on smoothness properties that are con-
sistent with the human visual system. The drawbacks with this formulation of the problem
of global spline interpolation are that the smoothing functional applies to the entire image
regardless of whether there exist genuine discontinuities that should not be smoothed and
the failure to detect discontinuities gives rise to undesirable overshoots near large gradi-
ents [23].
The reason for the use of nonlinear geometric transforms is that they closely and "real-
istically" model many types of motion found in nature as perceived by the human visual
system. By avoiding block based compression techniques, problems inherent with them,
such as blocking artifacts and mosquito artifacts which result in visible coding errors at
object boundaries and the appearance of the block edges, can be eliminated [10]. Hotter, in
his research on object oriented coders, finds that "geometrical distortions are not as annoy-
ing, as a human observer pays attention to (the) natural look of the moving object" [10].
Though the errors caused by the utilization of a geometric transform, such as morphing or
warping, to represent the motion of an object may cause greater degradation in the signal
to noise ratio, the errors are less evident and more tolerable to a human observer [10].
3.2.2 Morphing and Warping
Morphing and warping are two terms applied to a the general class of similar trans-
forms that are currently employed in image processing. Their use has predominately con-
sisted of transforming one object to another or distorting the shape of the object for movie
special effects. The reasons for the use of these transforms are that they create a smooth,
realistic transition from one object to another, they are versatile, and they are relatively
simple transformations. A standard warping algorithm takes a set of user defined control
points on the source image and the corresponding locations to which they are to be
mapped on the image being created and calculates a geometric transformation between the
two images using the control points. It then interpolates a continuous signal from the dis-
crete pixel locations on the source image so that it can. be sampled at all spatial locations,
applies the spatial transform on the discrete grid of pixels of the destination image, and
creates the destination image by taking the values of the source image that the pixels of the
destination image mapped to. Morphing uses a similar algorithm with the exception that
there are two images, a starting image and an ending image, that are manipulated as
described above. In morphing, the results of warping the two source images are combined
in the proper ratio (which can also be user defined and depends on the temporal distance of
the intermediate frame from each of the two source frames) to create the intermediate
image. The properties of these transformations that make them popular in special effects
also make them desirable for representing the motion of the same object over time
[8][14][23].
There has not been a lot of research in the employment of morphing or warping to
image compression. Campbell [4] has investigated the application of warping as a method
for motion compensation. His research does not rely on warping as the basis for his image
compression, but simply employs it for the motion compensation needed in the MPEG 1
algorithm. Also, he only uses warping as a prediction method over short intervals. His
algorithm just overlays a standard 16 by 16 pixel square grid over the starting image and a
warped grid (calculated with weighted block matching) over the ending image and is not
an object based compression algorithm like the one in this thesis [4].
3.3 Overview of the Approach
This thesis researches the implementation of an encoder and decoder based on the idea
of using nonlinear geometric transforms and a layered representation to represent the
motions that objects in an image sequence exhibit for the purpose of compression. The
specific types of applications that my research is targeting are those with a limited number
of stable objects, on a background, that exhibit "semi-rigid" motion. An example would
be videoteleconferencing, in which the motion that the head and face of a person talking
(smiling, frowning, head motions, etc.) can be modeled using spatial transforms in a way
that results in realistic generated images for the viewer. Image sequences that contain
many drastic changes to the scene, a large number of objects rapidly entering and leaving
the image, or objects that are not stable (an object that explodes for instance) are not good
candidates for compression with an algorithm of this sort. This research is intends to more
specifically identify the class of sequences that this image compression technique is suit-
able for.
The basic algorithm implemented consists of segmenting two frames of the image
sequence separated by a significant time interval into distinct objects and a background,
establishing a correspondence of key features between the objects in the two end frames
from which the motion of each of the objects is calculated, and transmitting just the two
compressed end frames and the minimum additional information needed to reconstruct a
recreation of the original image sequence. The main components of the bitstream provided
to the decoder are the compressed end frames, alpha maps specifying the segmentation of
the end frames into objects, and the motion information for each of the objects given by
corresponding pairs of control point grids.
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Figure 3.1: Bock Diagram of the Encoder
The alpha maps, each of which defines an object in a frame, are monochrome images
that consist of large contiguous regions of one color, indicating where the object exists, on
a background color, indicating that the object does not exist in those regions (see
figures 3.2 and 3.3). Alpha maps are not necessarily binary or even homogenous for an
object like those given in the figures. Intermediate values may be used to indicate trans-
parency for an object and the transparency may vary even over the alpha map of a single
object.
Figure 3.2: Alpha Map of the trunk of a tree in Flower Garden Frame 01
Figure 3.3: Alpha Map of the trunk of a tree in Flower Garden Fame 32
The motion of each of the objects is calculated from the specification of the corre-
sponding key points on the object in each of the end frames. The regions of the object
defined by the surrounding control points in one frame are transformed to the correspond-
ing regions in the other end frame. The primary method of specifying this correspondence
utilized in this algorithm was through a sparse grid of control points for each object in
each end frame (figures 3.4 and 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Control Mesh for Tree Layer in Flower Garden Frame 01
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Figure 3.5: Control Mesh for Tree Layer in Flower Garden Frame 32
These control meshes correspond to the alpha maps in figures 3.2 and 3.3. The control points in
these meshes have been connected only with straight lines. In the actual control meshes utilized in
the research, the control points were connected with splines to improve their accuracy in defining
the objects.
Selection of the number and placement of the control points is important in defining
the resulting image. Proper choice of control points to align the same regions of an object
in the two end frames results in a higher quality interpolation. Increasing the number of
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control points may result in a more accurate warp, but it is also more computationally and
time intensive. In addition, increasing the number of control points that need to be prop-
erly placed on common features in the two end frames will make it more difficult to accu-
rately implement in a system that does not require human input. In this thesis, the control
points were selected to outline objects and specify the correspondence of features internal
to the objects. For example, for the face in the Susie sequence the control points were
placed at the points at which the outline of her face changed directions and at points
around her mouth, eyes, and nose. The criteria in determining the number of control points
was to select enough control points to accurately specify the correspondence between the
two images and result in a high quality interpolated image while trying to minimize the
number of control points used.
One constraint imposed by the nonlinear geometric transforms used in this algorithm
is that each control point has to maintain the same relative relationship to its neighbors in
the four cardinal directions in both of the grids. For example, a control point immediately
to the left of another in one grid can not cross over and position itself to the right of the
other control point in the second grid of the pair. This constraint is not overly restrictive
since in an object exhibiting rigid or semi-rigid motion, the points will naturally maintain
this correspondence.
This method of establishing the correspondence. of the same object in the end frames
can be exploited to not only create the intermediate frames, but also to interpolate the parts
of an object that may be outside the field of view in one frame from the other frame in
which these regions may be in view. By first interpolating the complete object in each of
the end frames and then establishing the correspondence of these complete objects, the
resulting interpolated intermediate frames are of higher quality.
The image analysis, to segment the image into distinct objects, and the specification of
points on the objects in the end frames, to define the end points of the transformation, will
be accomplished with human intervention. The segmentation of an image into similar
regions that comprise objects and the extraction of features from these objects is an area
that has been extensive researched. I will design the encoder assuming that the object and
mesh definition parts are done elsewhere and the results input to the encoder. The assump-
tion that the image analysis has previously been performed allows the concentration of
this paper to be on the representation of the motion of the objects in the sequence and the
compression of the components that comprise the deconstructed image sequence. I will
leave the automation of the image analysis portion of this compression technique for fur-
ther research. The decoder is designed such that it does not need to perform any image
analysis, but can follow an established algorithm and, using the information in the bit-
stream received from the encoder, reconstruct the image sequence.
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Figure 3.6: Block Diagram of the Decoder
Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter describes the specific algorithms tested for the encoding of the compo-
nents that comprise the bitstream in the image sequence compression approach investi-
gated in this thesis. The three main components of the bitstream are the still images of the
objects, the alpha maps, and the mesh files.
While the final bit rate of the compressed image sequence and the compression result-
ing from each encoding method was the primary criteria in evaluating the various algo-
rithms, an additional set of criteria was important in the selection of the algorithms to
implement. The encoding schemes must be robust and adaptable so that they can handle
all the probable types of inputs of the class of data they are utilized to compress without
being overly sensitive to the input data. The algorithms as implemented are meant to pro-
vide a realistic estimate of the resulting compression given a typical image sequence of the
class of sequences that this algorithm is designed for. The algorithms are not tailored to
provide unrealistically high compression results only for the specific test sequences, but
are designed to get similar results on the average type of input data being encoded. The
image sequence Susie was used as the representative sequence for which the specific
implementation of the algorithms were designed and then these implementations were
tested on the other sequences, Jetski and Flower Garden. Susie and Flower Garden are
sequences from the CCIR library of test sequences and the Jetski sequence was contrib-
uted to MPEG4 for testing. By tailoring these algorithms using a larger set of representa-
tive image sequences, it is possible that results better than those reported in this paper may
be achieved.
The complexity of the algorithms, both in the encoding and decoding was another cri-
teria that influenced their selection. A simple algorithm is easier to implement and results
in a faster and less costly encoder and decoder to manufacture. In addition, preference is
given to simplifying the decoder asymmetrically since with many possible applications
that this image sequence compression may be utilized, there will exist a much larger num-
ber of decoders than encoders. For the lossy algorithms, the ability to trade-off quality and
compression and the types of artifacts resulting from the compression were also consider-
ations.
4.1 Image Coding of Objects
Among the components used to describe an image sequence in the compression algo-
rithm proposed in this paper, the intensity maps of the objects require the most bandwidth
to represent. The method of compression of the intensity maps implemented by Desai
[3][22] for Adelson's Layered Representation for Image Sequence Coding Scheme [19] is
to implement a variation of DCT based compression used in the JPEG algorithm. This
implementation entails compressing each layer's (or object's) intensity map individually,
treating the 8x8 blocks that are on the interior, exterior, or span the edge of the object dif-
ferently [3]. Even with this optimization of the JPEG algorithm to compress the intensity
maps for the layered approach to image sequence compression, compressing each layer
individually proves to be very costly in terms of the final bit rate of the compressed image
sequence [3].
The approach to the compression of the intensity maps of the layers implemented in
this thesis manages to eliminate the neccessity of compressing each of the intensity maps
separately. Nonlinear geometric transformations are used to represent the motion of the
objects between the two end frames of the sequence by specifying the correlation of the
key features of the objects in each of the end frames. This same approach can be exploited
so that the decoder can recreate the layers the image sequence was segmented into. Instead
of compressing and transmitting each of the layers separately, just the two compressed end
frames are sent. In addition, alpha maps specifying the segmentation of each of the end
frames into layers are also transmitted. This information is sufficient to recreate the layers
if every object is fully visible in both of the end frames. But when an object is occluded in
one of the frames or is outside of the portion of the image captured in the end frame, addi-
tional information needs to be transmitted. Under these circumstances, the portions of the
objects that are not visible in one of the end frames can be interpolated from the other end
frame. The motion of the object is represented by a pair of control grids in the same man-
ner as when recreating the intermediate frames, but in this situation, the decoder warps the
object from the end frame in which it is visible to the correct position in the other end
frame. The decoder then uses the available alpha maps (or another one specifically sent for
the recreation of the layer if needed) specified by the encoder to composite the missing
parts of the object in one end frame from the appropriate location on the warped object
from the other end frame. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are the two example end frames. The house
is occluded by the tree in Frame A and is also not completely visible as parts of it are out-
side the image. But these parts can be interpolated from the other end frame since they are
now visible. Figure 4.3 shows the full interpolated house layer. Notice that this routine
will need to be repeated to recreate the full flower bed layer.
Of course, this method relies on the fact that the two end frames are chosen in such a
manner that all parts of the objects are fully visible in at least one of the two end frames, or
additional object information will need to be transmitted. The increase in the bit rate due
to the transmission of the additional alpha maps and control meshes so that the missing
portions of each layer can be interpolated is insignificant compared with the increase in
the bit rate needed to transmit each layer compressed separately. Objects are only encoded
and transmitted separately when they are not evident in either end frame, as in the case
when a new object enters the scene after the first end frame and leaves the scene prior to
the second end frame.
Figure 4.1: Flower Garden - Original Frame A
Figure 4.2: Flower Garden - Original Frame B
Figure 4.3: Flower Garden - Interpolated House Layer Frame A
4.1.1 Encoding of end frames
Research on the compression of still images is a mature field of image processing. I
chose to implement the standard JPEG compression algorithm for the compression of the
end frames since JPEG has been proven to be an excellent algorithm for the compression
of a generic still image. Additional benefits of choosing to use the JPEG algorithm are that
the quality and bandwidth chosen for the compressed still images can be smoothly and
easily varied to suit the requirements of the particular application. Quality can be sacri-
ficed for higher compression or vice versa easily at the time of encoding.
In the one sequence which required that objects be encoded apart from the two end
frames (Jetski), the standard JPEG algorithm was once again used. While an increase in
the compression would have been achieved by using a compression method tailored for
the compression of a single object rather than a full image, like that espoused by Desai [3],
this also would result in an increase in the complexity of the encoder. This trade-off may
equally well have been chosen the other way based on the requirements of the system this
image compression scheme is utilized for.
4.1.2 Results of Image Coding of Objects
The size of the original end frames of the 320 by 200 pixel images tested in this thesis
is 128 kilobytes (assuming 2 bytes per pixel uncompressed representation) or 96 kilobytes
(assuming 1.5 bytes per pixel uncompressed representation). The amount of compression
chosen for each end frame was based on a subjective evaluation of the resulting image
quality. The overall quality of the encoded image sequences is largely dependent on the
quality of the reconstructed still images, so the compression of the end frames was chosen
to result in a high quality reconstruction. End frames that contain a lot of detail and a
quickly varying image, such as the Flower Garden sequence, required a lower compres-
sion ratio to result in an acceptable reconstructed image. The highest compression ratio
used for an end frame was 31.7 to 1 while the lowest was 9.7 to 1. The average compres-
sion ratios for the sequences were 29.5 to 1 for Susie, 10.2 to 1 for Flower Garden, and
21.9 to 1 for Jetski. Tables F. 1, F.2, and F.3 provide the results for each of the sequences. It
should be noted that the necessity of encoding two objects apart from the end frames in the
Jetski sequence adversely affects the final bit rate for that sequence.
4.2 Coding of Mesh Files
The mesh files for each object contain two lists of coordinates designating the corre-
spondence between the regions of the image in the starting time and those in the ending
time. Each list of coordinates divides the image into subregions when connected together
to form a grid. Every point in one list has a corresponding point in the other list. The x and
y coordinates are integers ranging between 0 and 9999. The grid is created by placing hor-
izontal and vertical lines that span the object in both the end frames and then manipulating
the rectangular grid in each end frame such that corresponding regions of the two grids
cover corresponding regions of the image. All of the compression algorithms tested are
lossless, so the original mesh files can be recreated exactly by the decoder.
The first compression method I tested was simple treating the grid coordinates as a
random list of integers and Huffman coding them. The statistics showed that only the inte-
gers 0 and 9999 occurred frequently enough to merit having their own Huffman codes.
The rest were coded based on the number of bits needed to represent them. Neither this
algorithm, nor variations on it, yielded the significant compression I expected.
The strategy of using the structure of the coordinates as a grid to compress them
seemed more promising. Two versions of this basic theme were implemented. In the first
version, an "ideal" grid with the same number of columns and rows as the original was
created by evenly spacing the columns and rows. The difference between the ideal and
actual grid coordinates was computed. This set of difference coordinates was then com-
pressed using a modified Huffman algorithm.
In the second implementation, the difference was computed from the previous point in
the same row for the horizontal coordinate and from the previous point in the same col-
umn for the vertical coordinate instead of using an "ideal" grid. Huffman encoding this file
of differences yielded significant improvements from the results yielded by the first ver-
sion and both of these implementations were far better than those that did not utilize the
physical grid structure of the coordinates in the compression. The algorithm that codes the
difference of a coordinate from the previous point in the horizontal or vertical direction (as
appropriate) is based on the assumption that when traversing a column or row of the grid,
the next point will have a similar y or x coordinate respectively as the current point in the
column or row. The results verify this assumption as the file of differences contains a large
number of zeros that can be efficiently coded. With both the encoding methods that uti-
lized the structure of the data as a grid of points, the knowledge that each of the coordi-
nates in the top row and first column had one value equal to zero (x and y respectively)
and that all of the coordinates in the bottom row and last column had one value equal to
9999 (x and y respectively) was also incorporated into the compression algorithm to fur-
ther reduce the encoded file sizes.
The algorithm using the "ideal" grid was flawed because it assumed that the original
grid that was manipulated to fit the image was a regularly spaced grid. Since the user
determines where the original columns and rows are placed (and places more columns and
rows near important features), this assumption is incorrect. The algorithm using the previ-
ous grid coordinate does not fall to this mistaken assumption and therefore achieves supe-
rior compression.
4.2.1 Results of Mesh Encoding
The dimensions of the meshes for the sequences tested varied from a 5 by 5 grid (25
points) to a 11 by 16 grid (176 points) with an average size of 9 by 9 (81 points). Each
coordinate was represented by x and y values between 0 and 9999. The sequences
encoded in this thesis required between 4 and 6 pairs of mesh files to transmit the motion
information needed to recreate the sequence by the decoder. Table 4.1 shows a comparison
of the entropy of the encoded mesh files using the ideal grid method and the entropy of the
file using the difference from the previous point algorithm for the meshes created for the
Susie sequence between frames 1 and 35. Tables F. 1, F.2,and F.3 show the number of
bytes needed to represent the mesh files for each of the sequences compressed and uncom-
pressed.
Entropy Ideal Grid Method Difference Method
Entropy (bits/symbol) 8.00 4.72
Entropy of File (bits) 16,159 9,530
Table 4.1: Comparison of Mesh Encoding Methods for Susie Sequence
4.3 Alpha Map Encoding and Decoding Algorithms
Standard techniques for two tone image compression, like white block skipping and
run length encoding with Huffman coding of the lengths, are not efficient for the compres-
sion of the alpha maps [11]. They do not effectively exploit the two dimensional spatial
correlation of the image being encoded. The two algorithms discussed below, quadcoding
and contour coding, utilize the structure inherent in alpha maps to more effectively com-
press them.
4.3.1 Quadcoding
To compress the alpha maps, the first algorithm I implemented uses a two dimensional
run encoding procedure based on quadtrees. The encoder generates the quadtree represen-
tation of the alpha map and then assigns a location code to each of the nodes of a single
color (leaf nodes) in the tree. The nodes are then sorted in ascending order of location
code. The location code assigned is the Morton Matrix number of the pixel that occupies
the lower right corner of the sub quadrant (the pixel having the maximum Morton Matrix
number in the leaf node). Given a 2" x 2n image, the level of the jth Morton Matrix num-
ber in the list, M[j], is given by:
log (M[j] - M [- 1]) (4.1)
4
where M[O] is initialized to -1. Given the level of the leaf node, the size of the sub
quadrant it represents is given by 2 (n - L) where L is the level of the leaf node. Inherent in
the use of the Morton Matrix number as the location code is the idea that the sorted list
represents the leaf nodes visited through a recursive decomposition starting at the root
level and visiting the quadrants and sub quadrants in the order NW, NE, SW, and SE
(figure 4.4). Finally, all but the last location code in each sub sequence of nodes of the
same color is discarded [18].
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Figure 4.4: Quadcoding Quadrant Ordering
Since the new list, containing only the last location code in each sub sequence of codes
of the same color, monotonically increases, the difference between each code and the pre-
vious one is substituted for the actual location code [18]. The property that the numbers in
the sequence strictly increase means that the value of the difference between a location
code and the previous one will be smaller than the actual code itself. Representing the
sequence by the differences between the location codes instead of the absolute values
allows us to use the information that the list of numbers strictly increases and more effi-
ciently encode them. Finally, this list of differences is Huffman encoded.
The decoding procedure is straightforward and losslessly produces the original alpha
map. The first step in decoding the alpha map is to decode the Huffman encoded file. The
resulting list of differences is then transformed to the absolute value of the location codes
by simply starting at the beginning of the sequence and adding each difference value to the
previously computed location code to produce the next one in the sequence. This results in
the two dimensional run encoded collection of leaf nodes. The next step is to reconstruct
the full list of the location codes. Given two consecutive Morton Matrix numbers in the
two dimensional run encoded file, C1 and C2, the intermediate codes are found by incre-
menting C1 by the highest power of 4 such that the result is less than or equal to C2. The
new code is then used as the new Cl and the process is repeated. All the intermediate loca-
tion codes have been reconstructed when the new code output is equal to C2. All of the
intermediate leaf nodes between the original C1 and C2 taken from the run encoded file
have the same color as the C2 leaf node. Once the full list of Morton Matrix location codes
has been recovered, the original alpha map can easily be reconstructed. The knowledge of
the color of the node, the fact that the nodes were constructed from the recursive decom-
position in the NW, NE, SW, and SE quadrant order, and the calculation of the level of
each node from equation 4.1 are all that are necessary for the reconstruction [18].
4.3.2 Contour Coding of Alpha Maps
The second approach I examined for the compression of the alpha maps is based on
the chain coding of the boundary contour of the image. Boundary coding of the contour is
well suited for the compression of the alpha maps generated in this research. All the
objects in the sequences I studied were solid and non transparent and therefore could be
represented by a binary alpha map containing a continuous region of opacity. Given this
property of the objects, their alpha maps can be losslessly transmitted by sending only the
information needed to identify the boundary of the region of opacity. The full alpha map
can then be recreated by the decoder. The algorithm described is a variation on one pro-
posed by Desai [3].
The first step in the compression of the alpha maps with contour coding is the extrac-
tion of the boundary contour. It is assumed that the alpha map is binary with a pixel value
of 1 stating that the object is opaque at a pixel location and a value of 0 stating that the
object does not exist at the location. Contour extraction is accomplished by creating two
sub images, one containing the horizontal boundary points and the other containing the
vertical boundary points and combining the two sub images. The horizontal boundary pix-
els are found by traversing each row in the alpha map image until the first non zero point is
encountered and recorded in the sub image of horizontal boundary pixels. All the follow-
ing non zero pixels in the following string of non zero pixels are not boundary points,
except for the last one in the string. This last pixel, which is followed by a zero pixel (or is
the last pixel in the row), is also recorded. All the rows in the image are processed in the
same manner such that only the first and last non zero pixel in each string of opaque pixels
is registered in the sub image. This process is repeated on the original alpha map, this time
traversing the columns instead of the rows, and results in a sub image of the vertical
boundary pixels. The two sub images are "ored" together (if the pixel is a 1 in either sub
image, it is recorded as a 1 in the final contour image) to produce the final image of the
boundary contour of the alpha map (figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.5: Extraction of the Boundary Contour of an Object: (a) binary alpha mask of
object, (b) horizontal boundary pixels, (c) vertical boundary pixels, (d) boundary contour
Figure 4.6: Alpha map of the Face Layer of Susie 01
Figure 4.7: Boundary Contour of the Face Layer of Susie 01
The next step in encoding the alpha maps is the creation of a file containing the direc-
tions of the boundary points from the starting location. Figure 4.8 shows the eight direc-
tions and their associated number. This stage was accomplished with the following
algorithm:
1) Find and output the location of the first opaque pixel in the alpha map of the
image by searching the image from the top, row by row.
2) Find and output the direction for the next pixel in the boundary from the current
one by searching the pixels surrounding the current one in a clockwise manner
starting with the pixel pointed to by the previous direction pointer.
3) Repeat step two until the pixel output is the starting pixel. This will signal that a
complete 8-connected contour has been coded.
4) Check to see if there are any non zero pixels in the contour map that were not
part of an already chain coded contour. If there are, chain code them in the same
manner as a separate contour in the same alpha map.
This algorithm results in a file of directions that, if decoded starting at the first pixel, repre-
sent the contour of our original alpha map.
Figure 4.8: Eight Possible Directions from the Current Pixel for Contour Coding
To compress the file of directions, I first run length encoded them. This is an effective
technique since the alpha maps often have a straight line boundary resulting in a single
direction repeating many times. The run length encoded file is separated into two files, the
file of the directions and the file showing the number of times each direction is repeated.
This allows us to exploit the intrinsic structure of each set of integers to most effectively
compress them. The file of repetition integers is directly Huffman coded with a code table
structured for its characteristics. The file of directions is processes so that single repeating
patterns of two integers alternating are identified and replaced by a special code. For
example, the string "4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 6" (which is a stair step contour
from upper right to lower left) would be replaced with "4 5 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 6." The
"-1" special code signifies that the previous two directions are repeated. This file with the
alternating patterns removed is then run length encoded only for the special code and the
resulting file Huffman coded with its own code table. The test results show that the alter-
nating directions pattern was common and therefore the additional compression gained by
removing the redundant information was significant.
4.3.3 Results of Alpha Map Compression
Uncompressed, each alpha map of an object can be efficiently represented with one bit
per pixel at 8 kilobytes. Both algorithms tested provide significant reductions from this
uncompressed size (tables F.1l, F.2, and F.3). The encoding algorithm based on contour
coding provides approximately an additional factor of three compression than that result-
ing from quadcoding as seen in table 4.2. Though the contour coding algorithm provides
significantly better results than the quadcoding algorithm, it is more restrictive. Contour
coding requires that the alpha map of the object be an 8-connected contour with a single
value for the transparency. Also, it may have problems identifying slightly more complex
closed contours, such as a figure 8, and may get stuck in an infinite loop trying to identify
a contour if the algorithm does not incorporate enough checks. These difficulties are due
to the fact that contour coding imposes a fairly rigid expectation about the structure of the
alpha map in order to achieve the significant gains in compression. Quadcoding does not
impose these constrains, but simply expects a two tone image of any sort. Therefore, it is
the more robust algorithm, but not the more efficient one. In addition, quadcoding can be
easily modified to encode alpha maps with non binary transparencies easily, while this is
much more complicated to implement with contour coding.
The specific implementation of contour coding in this thesis employs the knowledge
that in a closed contour, both long runs of the same direction and repeating patterns of
directions occur. Exploiting this simple knowledge of the conditional probabilities of the
directions of a contour results in an improvement in the compression from the contour
codes implemented by others [3][6]. The average number of bits needed to represent a sin-
gle contour point ranges from 0.81 bits/pixel in the Flower Garden Sequence to 1.36 bits/
pixel in the Jetski sequence. These results are significantly lower than the 2 bits/pixel for
an 8-connected contour and competitive with the 1.2 bits/pixel for a 4-connected contour
achieved by others [3][6].
Alpha Maps Quadcoding (bytes) Contour Coding (bytes)
Susie 01 - 45 3580 792
Flower Garden 01 - 60 2604 708
Jetski 01-51 4124 588
Table 4.2: Comparison of Alpha Map Encoding Algorithms
4.3.4 Results of Image Sequence Compression Algorithm
The first image sequence tested in this research, Susie, contained the head of a woman
talking on the phone. The motion in the sequence consists of the woman lowering the
phone and partially turning her head, tossing her hair in the process. No new objects enter
the scene, and only the phone leaves the view. One and a half seconds of this sequence
were compressed using three end frames. The image was segmented into four layers; the
hand and phone, the face, the hair, and the background. The compressed sequence resulted
in a bit rate of 92 kilobits per second with the compressed end frames accounting for 76%
of the total bit rate.
The second trial sequence, Flower Garden, contains a tree in the foreground in front of
a flower bed and house, with the sky as a background. The camera moves creating the
effect that the tree, flower bed, house, and sky are moving from left to right, with the
velocity varying with the distance from the camera. Some regions of the objects are not in
view at the beginning of this sequence, but transition into view as the scene progresses.
Three end frames were chosen to represent two seconds of this sequence. The image was
divided into the tree, flower bed, and house and sky layers. This sequence was compressed
at 160 kilobits per second with 94% of this bit rate accounted for by the compressed end
frames.
The final image sequence investigated, Jetski, contains a man and woman riding a
jetski on water with a rock moving completely through the scene in the background. In
this sequence, the woman waves her arm (which is not visible at first) rapidly. Unlike the
previous two sequences, this one required three end frames and two separate objects (the
rock and the woman's arm) to be transmitted to allow the reconstruction of one and two
thirds seconds. The four layers chosen were the woman's arm, the jetski and riders, the
rock, and the water and sky. The compressed end frames and additional two objects con-
stituted 90% of the final bit rate of 115 kilobits per second.
The choice of compressing approximately two seconds of an image sequence was
based on the hypothesis that an average of at least two second intervals containing a stable
number of objects occur in the typical applications that this algorithm may be imple-
mented to compress. If there are typically longer intervals before scene changes or other
major alterations in the image sequence occur, the potential for further reduction in the
encoded bit rate exists. An assessment of the quality of the compressed sequence is pre-
sented in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Results of Image Sequence Compression
5.1 Discussion of Metrics for Determining Image Quality
The discussion of the results of an image sequence compression technique must natu-
rally include an evaluation of the quality of the compressed sequence as well as the bit rate
achieved. There are many quantitative metrics that have been proposed to aid with this
evaluation. One metric commonly reported is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) (5.1).
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where f is the original image, f is the processed image, and x and y are the dimensions of the
image (in number of pixels).
But as Hall [7] states:
A major problem which has plagued image processing has
been the lack of an effective image quality measure. It is
well known that common measures which are mathematical
and analytically tractable do not correlate with human sub-
jective evaluation. The ultimate image quality metric is a
subjective evaluation.
It is possible to have one version of an image with a much higher signal to noise ratio
than another version of the same image, but the version of the image deemed to be inferior
according to the quantitative metrics may very well be judged superior by human viewers.
One likely scenario of this type may occur when the errors, or noise, of the image with the
lower quantitative assessment are hidden in regions with lots of details while the other
p3.1)
image contains less noise, but in more discernible areas of the image. Subjective evalua-
tion of the images by humans is also not without problems. Subjective assessments differ
by viewer and important differences to one person may not even be observed by another
[7].
The appropriate metric to measure the quality of the compressed image depends on the
application or task for which it is utilized. In a scene of a person talking in front of bam-
boo shoots, it may be acceptable to use a previously transmitted image of the person and
reproduce the talking motions, to use a fractal generator to produce some kind of bamboo
forrest to represent the background, or both. A grandmother talking to the person via a
video teleconferencing system would want the face of the person talking to be faithfully
reproduced as it currently is (not through a stored version) while a botanist studying the
bamboo would want the forrest reproduced closely resembling the original.
Quantitative measures are especially inappropriate for the evaluation of algorithms
like the one proposed here. Any small deviation of the location of an object in the com-
pressed sequence from its actual location in the original sequence will result in a signifi-
cant decrease in the quantitative measure of image quality, but will most likely not be
noticed by a viewer. Given this warning, this paper will present both the signal to noise
ratio of the recreated image sequences as well as a detailed subjective analysis of the
reconstructed image sequence quality. Though the signal to noise ratio data presented does
not accurately represent the recreated image quality, it does provide some useful informa-
tion from which conclusions can be drawn. In addition, the defects in the reconstructed
image sequence will be presented with an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of this
type of algorithm.
5.2 Evaluation and Analysis of Image Sequence Compression Results
5.2.1 Evaluation of the Representation of Susie with Nonlinear Geometric Transforms
The Susie sequence can be described as one containing a small number of stable
objects that exhibit semi-rigid motion and categorized as belonging to the genre of
sequences expected to be encountered in a video teleconferencing application. The recon-
structed sequence was visually pleasing, contained smooth transitions between the end
frames, and seemed to reproduce the effect of the actual motion. The objects (layers) were
chosen by grouping together regions that exhibited cohesive motion and were at the same
visual depth.
One problem experienced was that the recreated face contained color contours that
were visually unacceptable. A possible cause of this problem was that regions of the face
in one end frame were stretched to fill a larger area in the other end frame resulting in
some pixels being stretched and the color being blurred over the whole region. Due to the
human face being a particularly sensitive area to visual defects, these problems were
noticeable. The visual effect of contours on the face was easily removed with dithering, a
simple post processing technique. This artifact was not found in the other two sequences
tested. The representation of the motion of Susie flipping her hair with nonlinear geomet-
ric transforms visually reproduced a natural motion, but a close inspection of the details of
the hair reveals that this motion had been artificially recreated. This is due to the fact that
the fine details of the hair blend from those found in one end image to those in the other
end image rather than actually undergoing their true motion. A difference between the
original and recreated sequences is that Susie's eyes blink in the original sequence, but not
in the reconstructed one. Motions that occur over a very small interval of time in-between
the end frames, such as the blinking of an eye, are not reproduced with the current algo-
rithm. Additional motion and object information would need to be transmitted to capture
these quick motions.
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Figure 5.1: SNR of Susie Sequence
Solid line: Y channel, Dotted line: U channel, Dashed line: V channel
5.2.2 Evaluation of the Representation of Flower Garden with Nonlinear Geometric
Transforms
This sequence was chosen to investigate the application of nonlinear geometric trans-
forms to the image compression of a sequence exhibiting different characteristics from
those found in Susie. It was also chosen to provide for a common frame of comparison
with the results achieved by other current image compression techniques. The Flower Gar-
den sequence can be described as one containing a small number of stable objects that dis-
play mostly translational and affine motion with hidden regions of objects entering the
field of view and objects leaving the field of view. The quality resulting sequence was rea-
sonable, but demonstrated some weaknesses in the algorithm as currently implemented.
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The reconstructed sequence captured the visual effect of the translational motion, but not
in a manner that exactly matched that found in the original.
One weakness of this algorithm made evident by the reconstruction of the Flower Gar-
den sequence is the representation of simple translational or affine motion. A fully visible
solid object undergoing translational motion is reconstructed with a reasonable approxi-
mation of that motion. The rigid object may appear to slightly vary its shape non-rigidly
from its initial to final appearance as an artifact of the transforms employed. A visually
more disturbing problem occurs when an object, or region of an object, enters or leaves
the field of view. The object appears to be stretched into and shrunk out of the field of
view rather than entering and leaving as a rigid object. This process begins while the
object is still fully in the scene so it appears to expand or contract before it has reached to
image boundary. All three of the objects in this sequence (tree, house, and flower bed)
exhibit the phenomenon. Cropping the image at the boundaries where this motion occurs
seems to greatly improve this visual defect, but an improved algorithm incorporating
translational motion would provide significant improvement to the final image quality as
well as increase the flexibility and potential applications of this approach to image com-
pression. A solution to reduce this artifact was implemented and tested. The details and
results are presented at the end of this chapter. A related problem was that highly textured
or very detailed objects, such as the flower bed, that display large translational motions are
blurred or blended together and appear to flow with an amorphous quality similar to a
river flowing.
Signal to Noise Ratio for Flower Garden Sequence frames 1-58
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Figure 5.2: SNR of Flower Garden Sequence
Solid line: Y channel, Dotted line: U channel, Dashed line: V channel
5.2.3 Evaluation of the Representation of Jetski with Nonlinear Geometric Transforms
This final sequence was chosen to test the limits for which compression using nonlin-
ear geometric transforms provides a reasonable image quality. The sequence contains
many types of motion not represented in the other sequences, as well as other characteris-
tics that differentiate it from Susie and Flower Garden. The image of jet ski and people in
the foreground is translating, rotating, and enlarging during the same interval. The result
of the compression demonstrated the power of this algorithm to compress a variety of
images as well as the types of images that this algorithm is not capable of handling. The
compression of this sequence was not as straightforward as that of the other sequences and
required a greater amount of human decision making, perhaps exceeding what can be
expected to be automated with current technology.
The reproduction of the complex motion of the jet ski and occupants as well as that of
the flowing background water was realistic. Surprisingly, the interpolation of the image of
the turbulent water from the images in the three end frames provided a reasonable approx-
imation to that in the original sequence and did not draw the viewers' attention as being
artificial. The introduction a new object not found in any of the end frames into the
sequence was also successfully tested. The translational motion of the rock across the field
of view exhibited the same somewhat objectionable expansion and contraction artifact
seen in Flower Garden.
The major flaw in the reconstruction of this sequence was the recreation of the rapidly
waving arm. This was accomplished only by treating the arm as a new object, introducing
it into the sequence, and warping it to create the waving effect. The result was not visually
satisfactory and arguably too difficult to be performed automatically by a computer.
Signal to Noise Ratio for Jetski Sequence frames 1-51
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Figure 5.3: SNR of Jetski sequence
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5.3 Analysis of Results
The results of testing the image sequence compression algorithm developed in this
research revealed its strengths and weaknesses as implemented and suggested some areas
in which improvements could be made. The artificial reproduction of objects entering and
leaving the scene was a result of the method in which this image compression scheme was
originally implemented. The effective canvas on which the layers, or objects, were
allowed to exist and move on originally consisted only of the size of the image. This led to
objects entering the scene being represented as if they were compressed into the edge of
the image and slowly expanded into the scene and objects leaving the scene being repre-
sented as being compressed into the edge of the image. This basic flaw in the way the
motion was modelled led to a visually unacceptable recreation of the sequence. This was
corrected by placing the images on a larger background canvas and interpolating the parts
of the objects outside of the image dimensions in one end frame from the same object in
the other end frame (see figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). This improvement was tested by imple-
menting it for the compression of the Flower Garden sequence a second time (see appen-
dix). The quality of the compressed sequence improved dramatically. Not only did the
visual defect of objects stretching into a scene and shrinking out of it give way to a more
natural entering and exiting motion, the motion of the objects within the image also
improved. This is explained by the fact that the specific implementation of interpolating
the intermediate frames with nonlinear geometric transforms restricts the corners of the
image to remain fixed. This in turn restricts the motion of the objects near the corners of
the image as well as in general constrains the motion of all the objects within the
sequence. By using a larger size image canvas, the corners are further from the confines of
the actual image and therefore the objects within the scene are awarded a greater degree of
freedom.
5.3.1 Comparison with other similar image sequence compression approaches
The decision to represent the image sequences by transmitting the end frames and non-
linear motion parameters from which the intermediate frames can be interpolated has
demonstrated a number of significant advantages over other similar image sequence com-
pression algorithms. First, it avoids the necessity to compress and transmit each of the lay-
ers individually. Since the compression of a single complete image requires significantly
fewer bits than the compression of the individual objects within the image separately, this
approach is more efficient in its transmission of the objects. The fact that two full images
are required for the reconstruction of each image sequence segment, as opposed to each
object being transmitted a single time, still needs to be addressed. It should be noted that
this does not imply that two completely different end frames are used to recreate each seg-
ment of the image sequence. Each of the end frames, except for the first one and the last
one for the image sequence, is used to reconstruct both the segment which it ends and for
the segment which it begins.
The second advantage this implementation provides is that the reproduced image
sequence always returns to a high quality recreation of the original sequence at the end
frames. As can be viewed in the graphs illustrating the signal to noise ratio of the com-
pressed images compared to the originals (figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3), the quality of the
image degrades with the distance from an end frame. By transmitting the two compressed
end frames, the quality of the image sequence at the end frames is completely controlled
by the choice of compression for the end frames. With the method of transmitting only a
single object, either additional error correction information is required for long sequences
or the length of the segment over which the motion interpolation is valid is narrowly con-
strained.
Finally, this method of interpolating the intermediate frames of an image sequence is
powerful enough to represent certain motions of objects that cannot be captured with other
representations such as the one proposed by Adelson and Wang [1][19][20]. The motion
of an object rotating about an axis in the plane of the image cannot be captured with an
affine motion representation of a single layer image. This type of motion reveals parts of
the object that were not visible in the plane of the image originally. With the representa-
tion proposed in this thesis, a reproduction of the effect of this motion is synthesized as the
object transforms between its original orientation in the first end frame and its final orien-
tation in the last end frame. This type of motion is not truly represented as the three
dimensional motion that it is as this compression algorithm inherently utilizes a two
dimensional motion model, but the visual effect of the rotation is simulated. A demonstra-
tion of the reconstruction of this type of motion is found in both the Flower Garden and
Jetski sequences. The tree in the Flower Garden sequence rotates as the camera view
moves partially around it and the riders and the jetski in the Jetski sequence are facing the
camera at the beginning of the sequence and turn as the sequence progresses. Both of
these motions are effectively recreated with the implemented algorithm.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Evaluation of Image Sequence Compression Algorithm
This thesis has presented a new approach to image sequence compression based on the
representation of object motion with nonlinear geometric transforms. The concepts of rep-
resenting an image sequence with layers of objects and identifying their motions by trans-
mitting the locations of key features at the two separate points in time, as well as the
syntax of the interpolating each of the objects from the two end frames and their individ-
ual alpha maps, is presented in Chapter 3. The implementation of the encoder and decoder
and the compression of each of the individual components of the bitstream (the end
frames, the alpha maps, and the control meshes) and the accompanying results are
explained in detail in Chapter 4. An analysis of the quality of the compression on the test
image sequences, an evaluation the strengths and weaknesses of this method, and a com-
parison with other similar algorithms is given in Chapter 5.
The approach taken in this thesis of implementing of an image sequence compression
algorithm based on representing object motion with nonlinear geometric transforms has
potential. This research has proven that it is powerful enough to be applicable to a large
class of sequences exhibiting many forms of complex motions. The ability to encode a
variety of motions while attaining a high compression ratio for the image sequence distin-
guishes it from other current image compression methods. In addition, it has the advantage
of allowing the trade-off between bit rate and image quality to be selected easily at the
time of encoding.
There are limitations to the algorithm proposed in this investigation. Automation of
the image analysis portion of the encoder is a complex issue that requires a lot of addi-
tional research. It is possible that portions of the image analysis required to completely
implement this image sequence compression scheme as described in this thesis may not be
automatable in the near future. It also contains the additional limitation of not being to
capture very quick motions realistically without the transmission of significant additional
information. Finally, the inherent nature of this technique presents difficulties for its
improvement through augmenting the transmitted information with any residual error sig-
nal. This is due to the fact that this algorithm tries to reconstruct the visual effect of the
motion between the end frames, but does not try to represent each of the individual inter-
mediate frames accurately.
6.2 Topics for further research
There are a number of issues pertaining to this approach to image sequence compres-
sion that require additional research. The foremost topic that must be investigated further
for this method to become a viable and broadly applicable image compression algorithm is
the automation of the image analysis. The image analysis consists of a few separate, but
interrelated, tasks. The first task is the segmentation of the image sequence into separate
objects, or layers, and the identification of the key features of the objects at different times
in the sequence. One approach may be to combine a number of existing image segmenta-
tion techniques that employ information such as motion, texture, color, intensity, and
edges as well as the research that has been performed in feature recognition. Another func-
tion that must be automated is the intelligent decision making process to select the param-
eters that define where the quality vs. bitrate choice is made for the compressed image
sequence. This includes deciding which frames to select as key frames and how far apart
they can be selected to achieve the optimal compression and how much to compress the
end frames and the intensity maps of any other objects in the sequence.
Another possible expansion of this research is to investigate methods that the final
compressed image sequence quality can be improved. One possibility is to efficiently and
optimally transmit a residual signal consisting of the difference between the original
image sequence and the compressed one. This poses a particular challenge with this type
of image sequence compression algorithm since the objects in the reconstructed sequence
may not be in exactly the same position in a particular frame as in the original sequence.
Directly implementing a typical error coding scheme will result in a very large error signal
even though the compressed and original sequence may differ very little from a human
visual evaluation. This problem is discussed more in Chapter 5. A related expansion is to
investigate the transmission of additional motion information to more exactly position the
objects in the reconstructed sequence to their position in the original sequence.
6.3 Concluding Statement
This research demonstrated that the integration, adaption, and extension of a variety of
standard compression and coding techniques along with a new approach to motion com-
pensation using nonlinear geometric transforms can produce visually acceptable results
for a broad class of materials and at a significantly lower bitrate than with conventional
algorithms.
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Table El: Compression Results for Susie Sequence frames 01 to 45
Component Size of Original (bytes) Encoded Size (bytes)
Susie image frame 01 128,000 4607
Susie image frame 35 128,000 4384
Susie image frame 45 128,000 4033
meshes for frames 01 & 45 9480 1552
(4 sets)
meshes for frames 35 & 45 11,041 1816
(4 sets)
alpha maps for objects in 24,000 204
frame 01
alpha maps for objects in 24,000 292
frame 35
alpha maps for objects in 24,000 296
frame 45
Total (bytes) 476,521 17,184
Total (bits) 3,812,168 137,472
bits / second 2,541,445 91,648
kbits / second 2541 92
Table F.2: Compression Results for Flower Garden Sequence frames 01 to 45
Component Size of Original (bytes) Encoded Size (bytes)
Flower Garden image 128,000 11,548
frame 01
Flower Garden image 128,000 12,711
frame 33
Flower Garden image 128,000 13,261
frame 60
meshes for frames 01 & 33 6861 948
(5 sets)
meshes for frames 33 & 60 5246 780
(4 sets)
alpha maps for objects in 48,000 532
frame 01 & 33
alpha maps for objects in 24,000 176
frame 60
Total (bytes) 468,107 39,956
Total (bits) 3,744,856 319,648
bits / second 1,872,428 159,824
kbits / second 1872 160
Table F.3: Compression Results for Jetski Sequence frames 01 to 45
Component Size of Original (bytes) Encoded Size (bytes)
Jetski image frame 01 96,000 6163
Jetski image frame 19 96,000 6104
Jetski image frame 51 96,000 6607
Rock image frame 43 96,000 1855
Arm image frame 43 96,000 1194
meshes for all frames 11,334 1852
(12 sets)
alpha maps for objects in 48,000 588
all frames
Total (bytes) 539,334 24,363
Total (bits) 4,314,672 194,904
bits / second 2,538,042 114,649
kbits / second 2538 115

Original vs. JP
EG Compressed
Original vs. JPEG Compressed
Sequence
Original
End Frames for Susie
JPEG Compressed
Frame 01
Frame 35
Frame 45

Original Uncompressed End Frames - Flower Garden
and Jetski Sequences
Flower Garden
Frame 01 Frame 01
Frame 33 Frame 19
Frame 60
Jetski
Frame 51

Original vs. Compressed Sequences - Selected Frames
Susie Sequence
Original Compressed
Frame 10
Frame 17
Frame 28
Frame 17

Original vs. Compressed Sequences - Selected Frames
Susie Sequence
Original Compressed
Frame 40
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Original Compressed
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Effects of Expanding the Effective Frame Canvas Size
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